Selected Works for Flute from Edition·S
Edition·S publishes art music for the classical and experimental music scene. Our diverse
catalogue places some of the most sought-after Danish composers on the international
contemporary music scene alongside classical greats.
Click the works on the right to peruse the scores online, listen to recordings and learn more
about each composer.
Browse our catalogue at www.edition-s.dk and discover why it is considered one of the best
resources of works by leading Danish composers working today.

James Black: Ballades (2016) Bass flute solo. Dur. 6’

James Black (b. 1990) is a bold and uncompromising young composer. His music exists in a
field of strict structures and expressive sounds. Ballades is written for one of Denmark’s leading
flautists for contemporary music, Hélène Navasse.
Score: DKK 112.50 / € 15.00
							

Eva Noer Kondrup: Dølgsøje (2018) Picolo solo. Dur. 4’

Eva Noer Kondrup (b. 1964) often finds inspiration in the patterns of the laces and weavings
created by women throughout history, and sees them as unwritten music scores. Through the
end of this piece she has - with the notes - drawn a pair of eyes with a fortissimo troll splinter in
them. It is a pair of eyes that sees secrets. 		
Score: DKK 112.50 / € 15.00

Eva Noer Kondrup: Diary from the Mountains (1996) Flute solo. Dur. 9’
			

			

Score: DKK 172.50 / € 23.25

Jexper Holmen: Dysnomia (2009) Bass flute + live processing. Dur. 10’

Jexper Holmen’s (b. 1971) music seems to be infused with the energy of punk and postpunk rock.
The intention with the playing techniques used in Dysnomia is to give a thick, frayed soundpicture which sways between tone and noise.
Score: DKK 135.00 / € 18.00

Jexper Holmen: Haze (2005) Flute solo + amplification, effect processor and stage light.
Dur. 23’						
Score: DKK 135.00 / € 18.00
Sven Erik Werner: Dramma giocoso (1981) Flute solo. Dur 9’

Mozart had to invent a new genre while writing Don Giovanni: dramma giocoso; neither opera
seria nor opera buffa, nor anything in between but something quite different. This unpretentious
flute piece by Sven Erik Werner (b. 1937) can only hope to have anything more than the title in
common with Mozart’s masterpiece. The flute tells a story a dramma giocoso and plays all the
characters itself.
			
Score: DKK 112.50 / € 15.00
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